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From: J. Stuart - NOAA Federal <j.stuart@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2019 8:29 AM


To: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal


Subject: Re: Delta stuff


There is a comment from Rosalie in the Salvage density section regarding the loss of fish under the PA at the


facilities that might have been far field losses that would occur under the COS. She wants to know how this


aligns with the previous OCAP and CWF opinions. I think your narrative captures the uncertainty and the lack


of experimental studies looking at Project related far field losses versus just baseline loss in the Delta. I don't


know how to address her comment easily.


On Thu, May 30, 2019 at 5:48 AM Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov> wrote:


Here's what I suggest (no need to call unless you want to discuss):


--I'll work on Maria's comments in the master. Call me when you finish with Rosalie's if you want to switch


over to Maria's


--If you don't feel like driving up, I think Garwin would be fine with you teleworking to frontload addressing


comments rather than spending time driving to Sac. I think he plans to TW to save on commute time today. If


that appeals, check with him to be sure.


--I'll do table formatting last.


On Thu, May 30, 2019 at 5:44 AM J. Stuart - NOAA Federal <j.stuart@noaa.gov> wrote:


Also good news, Russ and I had pretty much the same interpretations of his modeling so I don't see that the


new section will need any alterations - Russ had more details, particularly in how the model is constructed


and run, but I don't think we need that level of detail for this. Besides, his draft has not been reviewed yet so


that makes citing it a little thorny. We'll discuss that up the chain.


On Thu, May 30, 2019 at 5:38 AM Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov> wrote:


I'm up and have the Delta section open. Going to start with Rosalie's comments (will transfer over and


address in master doc on server; NOrma was in there adding Endnote citations so we can't use Maria's or


Rosalie's docs as a new base document...), then will shift to Maria's.


I also want to address table/figure numbering, if possible, but figure that is the lowest priority before sending


to Garwin at 4pm (not absolutely necessary for Rec's review). I can finish that on Friday.


e-mail, call or text me if you want me out of hte doc.
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